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optionally one 256mb mlc(multi level cell) type 2gb(2gb), 4gb, 8gb, 16gb usb memory sticks/memory cards). (2014) 32bit-rampatch-v2.0.0-windows-7-32-bit-with-full-4-gb-or-8-gb-ram-support optionally one 256mb mlc(multi level cell) type 2gb(2gb), 4gb, 8gb, 16gb usb memory sticks/memory cards). optionally one 256mb mlc(multi level cell) type 2gb(2gb), 4gb, 8gb, 16gb usb memory sticks/memory cards). (2016) 32bit-rampatch-v2.0.1-windows-7-32-bit-with-full-4-gb-or-8-gb-ram-support optionally one 256mb mlc(multi level cell) type 2gb(2gb),
4gb, 8gb, 16gb usb memory sticks/memory cards). optionally one 256mb mlc(multi level cell) type 2gb(2gb), 4gb, 8gb, 16gb usb memory sticks/memory cards). (2017) 32bit-rampatch-v2.1-windows-7-32-bit-with-full-4-gb-or-8-gb-ram-support optionally one 256mb mlc(multi level cell) type 2gb(2gb), 4gb, 8gb, 16gb usb memory sticks/memory cards). this is the 1.0 version of 32bit-rampatch and is designed to run on windows 7 32 bit or windows 8 32 bit. it is compliant with ram size requirement of these operating systems. it also supports full-ram

patching. note that there is no 64bit-rampatch version available. this 32bit-rampatch v1.0 supports patching of 0, 1, 2, 4, or 8 gb of ram in system bios. this has been found to work with windows 7 32 bit (some may be running windows 8 now) and with linux kernel kernel 2.6.32. it has been tested with standard memory configurations as well as enhanced memory configurations. the 32bit-rampatch version v1.0 is also compatible with windows 7 x64.
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note: depending on the ram size, the 32bit-rampatch version will function as described below. if the ram size is less than
4gb, the ram size will not be able to be patched because windows 7 32 bit os has a hard-coded memory limit of 2gb. the

64bit-rampatch version will not be able to patch a ram size greater than 4gb. even if the ram size is patchable, a larger 8gb
or 16gb ram configuration will not work because windows software (eg. microsoft office/internet explorer) will run out of

memory on windows 64 bit. 1. “memory swap patching”- this access mode patches the ram, disk swap space, and shared
memory in same process. the 32bit-rampatch v1.0 supports patching up to 8gb of ram, 1gb of disk swap space, and 512mb

of shared memory. if you want to patch more, you will need to configure more ram size, disk swap space, or shared
memory. 2. “memory real patching”- this mode patches the ram in multiple processes. it patches memory in multiple

processes in sequential order. the ram memory size to be patched in the first process will determine the ram size that can
be patched in all the other processes. for example, in order to patch up to 4gb of ram in one process, the total ram size

that can be patched in all the other processes must be less than 4gb. because of this, you cannot patch larger than 4gb of
ram in one process. 3. “memory image patching”- this mode patches ram from an image file. this mode allows for

dynamically resizing and expanding ram in multiple processes. this is only available for linux kernel 2.6.32 and higher. if
you want to patch more, you will need to configure more ram size. 5ec8ef588b
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